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Let AC be a finite solvable group with GCIAG and (IAl, [Cl)= 1. 
Assume P E G is an extraspecial p-subgroup, for some prime p, PcIAG, 
Z(P) s Z(AG) and A acts faithfully on P/Z(P). Let k be an algebraically 
closed field of characteristic q #p and let M be a kAG-module such that 
Z(P) is not trivial on M. In their landmark paper [S], Hall and Higman 
state some conditions that insure that M(, contains a direct summand 
isomorphic to kA, in the case where A is cyclic of prime power order. 
Many authors have extended their results. Notably, Berger [ 11, building 
on some results of Dade [2], has given some sufficient conditions in the 
case where A is nilpotent. 
In [S] the case where char(k) /’ IAl and A is supersolvable is analyzed. In 
the present paper we look at the case where A is supersolvable and 
char(k) ) IAl. We prove (Theorem 3.2 below) that, if A does not involve cer- 
tain groups-essentially wreath products and norm groups (see 
definitions l.l)-then Ml A contains a direct summand isomorphic to kA. 
As applications of this result we obtain, in Section 4, some results on 
modular linear groups with a normal Hall subgroup and a supersolvable 
complement. For example in Theorem 4.2 we obtain roughly the following 
result. Let A be a finite supersolvable group which does not involve certain 
groups. Suppose AC (with GQAG and (IA\, ICI)= 1) is a group of linear 
transformations of the k-vector space V with 1/l, homogeneous. Then if A 
acts fixed point freely on V there is some non-trivial normal subgroup of A 
which centralizes most of G and acts fixed point freely on V. 
In 1.1 and 4.1, the reader is provided with the necessary definitions for 
our results. The proof of Theorem 3.2, in the case where char(k) / IAJ, 
provides a new proof of a slightly weaker version of [S, Theorem 3.41 
which does not depend on [S, Theorem 3.21. The results in Section 4 are 
similar to some nonmodular results in [S]. The reader is given precise 
directions as to how to adapt their proofs to get these new results. 
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1. NOTATION AND GENERAL FACTS 
We expand on the notation of [S]. For more details on some of the con- 
structions in 1.1 the reader is referred to [S]. 
DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION 1.1. For p” a power of a prime p and 
E = -1 or E a power of 2 such that aIn, we define: 
Fe(p”) = [F; (the multiplicative group of the field 
with p” elements) if E > 0, 
= the subgroup of order p” + 1 of IF$ if E = - 1, 
Gal( 1, p”) = Gal( [F,,: IF,) (the Galois group of IF@), 
Gal( - 1, p”) = Oz, (Gal(lF,b: 5,)), 
Gal(s, p”) = (cp) x Gal( - 1, P(“/~)) where cp is the 
automorphism of F,(p”) x -+ x-~‘“/~), for E # f 1, 
G(E, p”) = Gal(s, p”) K I;,(p”) (the semidirect product), 
o(x) = order of X. 
If Y is a prime and r ) lGal(&, p”)J we define CN(s, p”, Y) to be the sub- 
group of Fc(p”) of all elements x E F,(p”) such that nocS a(x) = 1 where 5’ 
is the subgroup of Gal(a, p”) of order r. We furthermore define 
GN(.s, p*, I) = S DC CN(E, p”, r) c G(E, p”). 
If G is a subgroup of G(E, p”), we say that G is a (a, p”, r)-norm group if 
G n FJp”) = CN(s, p”, r) and [G/G n F&p”)1 = r. For example, GN(s, p”, r) 
is a (E, p”, r)-norm group and, if r 1 (CN(.s, p”, r)l, it is the only (c,p”, r)- 
norm group, see Proposition 1.2(5). 
If q is a prime q#p and q( (Gal(a,p”)l we say that a subgroup G of 
G(&,p”) is a modular (F, p”, q)-norm group if GnF&p”) E CN(&,plt, q), 
ICN(s, p”, q)/Gn CN(c,p”, q)( is a power of q, and lG/Gn FE(p”)l = q. It 
should be noted that, by Proposition 1.2(4), if q # 2 then q2 )I JCN(&, p’, q)l. 
We define V( - 1, p”) to be the If,-vector space (Fpzn, of dimension 2n, 
with a symplectic bilinear form given by 
for u, w  E V( - 1, p”), 
where Tr: 1F, + IF, is the trace map, cp is the field automorphism of IF,,z, of 
order 2, p E ff$, ,u+ (p(p)=0 and for any aoGal( - 1,~“) we have 
a(,~) = p. The choice of ~1 turns out to be mostly unimportant for our pur- 
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poses. If p = 2, we assume further that p= 1 and that V( - 1, p”) is equip- 
ped with the quadratic form 
Q: V( - 1,2”) -+ [F, 
Q(x) = W-v(x)). 
If E is a power of 2 and divides n, and p is an odd prime, we define 
V(/(E, p”) to be V@ I/*, where V is the n-dimensional 5,-vector space (Fpfl and 
I’* its dual, with a symplectic form given by 
<(u,f), (U’J-7) =f’(u) -f(u’) for (u,f), (u’,f’) E 0~ P”). 
Notice that V(E, p”) does not depend on E if E > 0. 
Denote by Sp(&, p”) the set of all linear automorphisms of V(E, p”) which 
respect the bilinear form (and the quadratic form if E = - 1 and p = 2). We 
now describe an important embedding of G(E, p”) into Sp(e, p”). If E = -1 
we let F- I(p”) act on I’( - 1, p”) by field multiplication and Gal( - 1, p”) in 
its natural way on V( - 1, p”) = iF p2n. It is readily checked that this provides 
an embedding of G( - 1,~“) into Sp( - 1,~“). For E >O we consider the 
group G = G( 1, p”) and the formal extension (r ) G, where r acts on G by 
centralizing Gal( 1, p”) and inverting F,(p”), and r2 = - 1 E F,(p”). Now if 
E = 2”( y1 with s > 0, we take i E Gal( 1, p”) of order 2’4, (n2’ the odd part of 
n) and tl E IF, such that [(x)/cc = -1. The existence of tl is guaranteed by 
[S, Proposition 1,3(a),] or Hilbert’s Theorem 90 since s > 0. Now we may 
identify G(E, p”) with (r&) K GE (7) G, and as a set this is independent 
of c and a. So to give an action of G(E, p”) on I’(&, p”) it is enough to give 
an action of (r ) G on I’( 1, p”). Let G act on I’= ffpfi with F,(p”) by field 
multiplication and Gal( 1, p”) in its natural way. It is easy to check that by 
considering the dual action of G on V* we get an embedding of G( 1, p”) 
into Sp(&, p”). Now define 
[t(u)l(w) = ‘WvwI if u, w  E V, 
where Tr: IF,, --) [F, is the trace. t is an isomorphism. Consider the action of 
z to be given by 
~(%.I-) = (-t-‘(f), t(u)) for (u,f) E I/(&, p”). 
One can see that this extends the representation of G and we get an 
embedding of (r ) G into Sp(c, p”). Hence we always have an embedding of 
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G(E, p”) into S~(a,p”). See [8, Proposition 3.11 for more details on this 
embedding. 
Finally, if A4 is a kG-module (k a field and G a finite group) and H is a 
subgroup of G such that char(k) / IHI and 8 is an irreducible W-character, 
we denote by M(B) the O-homogeneous component of MI,, i.e., the sum 
of all the kH-submodules of M which are irreducible and whose character 
is 8. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. For any E, p, n, q such that GN(s, p”, q) is defined we 
have the following: 
(1) g.s= &1, ICN(s,pn, q)( =(p”-~)/(p(“‘~)-E). 
(2) Zf q is odd or s > 1, CN(2”, p”, q) = CN( 1, p”, q). 
(3) ZfE=q=2, (CN(&,f, q)] =P@‘~)- 1. 
(4) IfqZ2 then q2jlIW~,p”,q)l. 
(5) Zf G is a (E, p”, q)-norm group and q /’ I CN(&, p”, q)l 
G = GN(c, p”, q). 
(6) Zf G is an Abelian (E, p”, q)-norm group then E # 1 and FJp” 
q-group. 
then 
) is a 
(7) Zf G is a nilpotent non-Abelian (E, p”, q)-norm group then G is a 2- 
group. 
(8) Zf F,(p”) is not a q-group and G is a nilpotent modular (&,p”, q)- 
norm group, then q = 2 and G is a 2-group. 
ProoJ: If G satisfies the hypotheses of (5), by Sylow’s Theorem, it con- 
tains an element x of order q, in other words x = oc where e E Gal(s, p”) 
and CE F,(p”) with the condition that o(e) =q and n,,,,, r(c)= 1. 
Therefore c E CN(s, p”, q) and since G n F,(p”) = CN(s, P”, q) we get that 
G = GN(s, p”, q) as desired. So (5) is satisfied. The remaining properties can 
readily be obtained from the proof of [8, Proposition 1.23. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let p and q be primes and let G(E, p”) be dejked. Sup- 
pose o E Gal(&, p”) and has order q. Then the following are equivalent: 
(a) x E WE, P”, q), 
(b) There exists y E F,(p”) such that x = a( y)/y. 
Proof See [S, Proposition 1.3(a)]. 
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2. SOME PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 
LEMMA 2.1. Let k be a splitting field for all subgroups of G, a finite 
group. Assume that HaG, H is Abelian, that char(k) = q and q 1) HJ. Let M 
be a kG-module. Then the following are equivalent: 
(a) M contains a regular direct summand. 
(b) For every irreducible character 9 E Irr(kH), let I be its inertia 
group in G. Then M(8) is a kI-module and contains a submodule isomorphic 
to N’ (the kl-module induced from N), where N is an irreducible kH-module 
with character 8. 
Proof Assume that (a) is satisfied. Take 8 any irreducible kH-charac- 
ter. Then M(B), the B-homogeneous component of MI H, is clearly invariant 
under I. So we now may assume that M= LG where L is a one-dimensional 
kl-module. By Mackey we have that MJ, contains a regular kZ direct sum- 
mand, so that we have(b). 
Now assume (b). Consider the action of G on the irreducible kH-charac- 
ters, and choose a representative for each orbit. We get some characters 
eo= I, el,..., 8,. For each i = O,..., s let Ii be the inertia group in G of ej and 
Ni be an irreducible kH-module with character Bi. By (b) we may choose, 
for each i = O,..., s, Mi a kZi-submodule of M( I such that Mi N- Nf . Take li;ii 
to be the kG-submodule of M generated by Mi. If x,, = 1, xi,..., x, are 
representatives for the cosets xjll of Zi in G, then 
and so Hi N My N NG. Now take R to be the sum of all the fii i = O,..., s. 
Then R is a regular submodule of M. Since any regular module is injective 
we get that M contains a direct summand isomorphic to a regular kG- 
module as desired. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let G be a finite group and let A # 1 and C be subgroups of 
G such that CaG, C is cyclic and C @ A. Let k be a splitting field for all 
subgroups of G such that q = char(k) 1 I C/A n Cl. Let M be a kG-module 
such that either M( cc(c,ancj contains a regular submodule or MI cc(c,a n cj 
contains a submodule isomorphic to the quotient of a regular kC,(C/A n C)- 
module by a one-dimensional submodule. 
Then MI A contains a regular direct summand S. 
Furthermore, tf (I A 1, 1 Cl ) = 1, C is an r-group for some prime r and the 
kA-module M/S is either 0 or irreducible, then the following are satisfied. 
(a) If [ ] denotes the image in the corresponding Grothendieck ring, 
then [MI cccc,] - [kc,(C)] has no non-zero representative module, 
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(b) IC( =r>2, 
Cc) IA/C,(C)l = r - 1, 
(d) A acts transitively on the non-trivial elements of C,4(C). 
Proof. Let B be the Hall x(C/A n C)-subgroup of C. Then A n B<I A. 
Let A I = C,(C/A n C). If (B: A n B[ = 2, then A = A r and if Cg. G cpg is a 
non-zero element of a one-dimensional submodule of kG then cg # 0 for all 
g E G. So that if (B: A n B( = 2, since A # G, MI A contains a submodule 
isomorphic to kA. Since kA is injective we get the first part of the lemma in 
this case. For the second part, if (1 Al, ) Cl) = 1 then IAl >, 3 and kA modulo 
a one-dimensional submodule is never irreducible or 0. Hence we may 
assume that 1 B/B n AJ > 2. 
For the first part, since q 11 BI, it is enough to show by Lemma 2.1 that 
for each k(A n B)-irreducible character 8, if Z,(e) is the inertia group of 0 
in A, the Z,(8)-module M(B) contains a submodule isomorphic to N’,(@, 
where N is an irreducible k(A n B)-module with character 8. So take 0 an 
irreducible k(A n B)-character and set Z= IA(e). Since I B/A n BI > 2, there 
are at least two distinct extensions q1 and qz of the k(A n B)-character 8 to 
a k&character in such a way that ZG(qi) c C,(B/A n B) for i= 42. Set 
Zi=ZG(qi) (i= 1, 2). We have by hypothesis that, for some iE { 1, 2}, M(qi) 
contains a submodule T isomorphic to N?, where Ni is an irreducible kB- 
module with character qi (i= 1, 2). Assume without loss of generality that 
the above is satisfied for i = 1. Let I,, = In I,. Then Z/Z0 acts regularly on 
the conjugates of ql. So if x,, = 1, x1 ,..., x, are representatives for the cosets 
xiZo in Z/Z,,, the sum 
F= i XiT_cM(B) 
i=O 
is direct and p is a kZ-module isomorphic to TJ,J ‘. Since T? Np we get 
that $ contains a kZ-submodule isomorphic to N’ as desired. 
Now assume (1 Al, ) CJ ) = 1 and the kA-module M/S is either 0 or 
irreducible. Since A # 1 and the above construction can be repeated for 
each orbit of A on the characters of C except possibly one, we get that A 
has at most two orbits on C. Then since ICI > 2 and C is cyclic we get (b) 
and (c). If M( 1 J = 0 then C,(C) = 1 and the Lemma is satisfied. So M( 1 o) 
is A irreducible and by Clifford’s Theorem M( 1 J ) CA(CJ is the direct sum of 
C,(C)-homogeneous components all conjugate under A. If C,(C) # 1 then 
kc,(C) g ~I,~,, and we get the lemma. Hence C,(C) = 1. But now A is 
cyclic and the lemma follows easily. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let GC be a Frobenius group with Frobenius kernel C, cyclic 
of order q” where q is some prime and n > 0, and Frobenius complement G. 
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Let k be a splittingfieldfor all subgroups of GC and assume char(k) = q. Let 
M be an indecomposable kGC-module of dimension at least q” - 1. Let CO be 
the subgroup of C of index q. Then MI c;cO contains a regular direct summand. 
Note. If we have ICI = q > 2 and (GI = q- 1, we may take the trivial 
kG-module induced up to GC; by factoring a two-dimensional kGC-module 
we obtain a kGC-module of dimension q - 2, indecomposable when restric- 
ted to C. This example shows that some condition on the dimension of M 
is necessary. 
Proof. Assume false. Take a counterexample with dim,(M) minimal. By 
results of Srinivasan [6] or Thompson [7] we know that Ml c is indecom- 
posable. The classification that completes the present proof can also be 
adapted to show this fact. If dim,(M) = ICI then C,(C) is a one-dimen- 
sional kGC-module. Let then itl= M/C,(C). Then RI cc0 contains a 
regular direct summand. Since a free kGC,-module is projective we get that 
Ml GCO contains a regular direct summand, a contradiction. So 
dim,(M) = IC( - 1. 
Now there is exactly one isomorphism class of indecomposable kc- 
modules of dimension 1 Cl - 1. By Higman’s Theorem [4, Theorem l] we 
have that M is isomorphic to a direct factor of MICIGC, so that there are at 
most IGI isomorphism classes of indecomposable kG-modules of dimension 
JC( - 1. We now construct a representative for each isomorphism class of 
such modules. 
Since C is cyclic G is cyclic. Let N be an irreducible kG-module and 
8: G --) k its character. We have for each g E G, u E N that gv = 8(g) u. Con- 
sider RI= NGC. We have RI c N kC so that RI c is indecomposable and 
uniserial. Consider R, := C,(C). It is a one-dimensional kGC-module and 
if u E N and v # 0, a basis for it is 
1 cou. (1) 
(.EC 
Now consider RI:= R/CC, R]. It, too, is a one-dimensional KGC- 
module and l@uq! [C, R]. If gEG we have g(l@u)=0(g)(l@u). Hence 
RI,,- N. (2) 
Hence if we define R(8) to be R/RO, it is clear that R(0)lc is indecom- 
posable and dim,(R(B)) = 1 Cl - 1. Furthermore (2) implies that 
R(B) & R(W) if 0’ is a kG-irreducible character and 8 # 8’. Hence as 8 runs 
through the irreducible kG-character, R(8) runs through the isomorphism 
classes of kGC-indecomposable modules M such that dim,(M) = (C( - 1. 
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Hence we may assume that M= R(0), where 8 is the character of the kG- 
irreducible module N. By Mackey, 
where x runs through a set of representatives of the double cosets GxGC, 
in GC. We may take the x’s in C, If x, y E C and GxGC, = GyGC,, then 
x = ygh for some g E G and h E GC,. Hence h E C n CC, = Co and xc0 and 
yC, are in the same orbit under conjugation by G. Furthermore if x E C, 
x#C,, and geGXnGCo then [x,g]=x-‘g-‘xgE(GC,$nC=C,,, so 
that g = 1. Hence 
NGC( Gco = NGCo @ F 
where F is a free kGCO-module isomorphic to (q- l)/IG( copies of kGCo. 
Furthermore R, = C,(C) is a one-dimensional submodule of NGC and by 
(1) a basis for it is CEEC c @ v, so that R0 n F = 0. Now since a free module 
is injective we have, since ME NGC/R,,, that MI ocO contains a regular 
direct summand. This completes the proof of the Lemma. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let r > 0 be a natural number and assume k is a field and 
V 1 ,*-*, V, are k-vector spaces. Assume for each i = I,..., r we have a sequence 
of vector spaces 0 = UiOc iJil c . *. c UiS,= Vi. Let 
9 = {f: {l,..., r} + N: 0 <f(i) < si for i= I,..., r}. 
Assume for each f E S we have an element 
V(f)E V,@ ... @V, 
(the tensor product over k) which has the form 
v(f)=v,@ ... @v, 
where VIE Ui/Cij\Uif(ij- 1. Then {v(f): f E 91 is a linearly independent set. 
Proof: Suppose false. Take a counterexample with Cf=, si minimum. 
Among all relations take 
c ~,df)=O with + k* for f l W 
J-EW 
where 0 #VcF with I%J minimum. 
Notice that V, 0 V, @ ... @ VJUll @ V, @ .+. @ V, N ( V,/U,l) @ 
V*Q *.. @V,. We let gO= {fE%?f(l)=l}. If &#% we get 
1 n,v(f)EU*m v20 .*’ 0 v,, 
/E *\%I 
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so that by induction {,= 0 for f E U\Ce,. Hence V = 9$,. We may repeat the 
above argument for 2 ,..., Y and we get that iffE ?Z thenf(i) = 1 for i= l,..., r. 
So \%‘I = 1 and u(f) # 0. This gives a final contradiction which completes 
the proof. 
3. REGULAR SUBMODULES 
THEOREM 3.1. Let p be a prime, n > 1 an integer and E be - 1 or a power 
of 2 with E 1 n. Let G be a p’-subgroup of G(E, p”). Let Op(G(e, p”)) act on P 
an extraspecial group of order p2”+’ centralizing Z(P). Assume 
P/Z(P) N V(E, p”) and the action of O,,(G(e,p”)) on P respects that 
isomorphism (cf. 1 .l ). Let k be a splitting field for P and all subgroups of 
G(E, p”) of characteristic q. Let M be a kO,.(G(E, p”)) P-module such that 
M( p is irreducible and faithful. Assume further: 
(a) Zf r is a prime and r ( 1 G/G n F,( p”)( then CN(E, p”, r) g G, 
(b) Zf q 1 IG/G n F,(p”)J then ICN(E, p”, q): G n CN(E, p”, q)l is not a 
power of q. 
Then either MI. contains a direct summand S isomorphic to a regular kG- 
module or MI o is isomorphic to a quotient of a regular kG-module by a sub- 
module of dimension one, E = - 1 and G = F_ ,( p”). 
Proof Use induction on 1 F,(p”)/G n F,(p”)(. Assume we have a coun- 
terexample minimizing this number. Clearly G # 1. We divide the proof 
into a number of steps. 
Step 1. F,(p”)/F,(p”) n G is a q-group. 
Proof Let C = O,.(F,(p”)) and assume that C ~2 G. Let 
G, = C,( C/C n G) C. Clearly 
IFE(p” n G, I < IF,(p”)lf’,(p”) n GI. 
If 0: E Gal(.s, p”) and has order r, a prime dividing ) GJG, n F,(p”)(, we have 
that (r centralizes CjCn G. We let N = CN(E, p”, r) and then B centralizes 
O,.(N)/O,(N)n G so that 
10,WIO,~(N) n Gl I r. 
If IO,(N)/O,(N) n G I = r then r # q and by Proposition 1.3 there exists an 
r-element XE F,(p”) such that 0(x)/x$ G. Now 0 does not centralize 
C/CnG, a contradiction. So O,.(N) cG. Hence by hypothesis (a), 
O,(N) g G, and by hypothesis (b), r #q. Therefore (a) and (b) are 
satisfied for G1 . By induction we get that MjG, contains a submodule 
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isomorphic to the quotient of a regular kG,-module by a submodule of 
dimension at most one. Now the first part of Lemma 2.2 can be applied to 
M( GC (with C&C/Cn G) = G, ) and Ml G contains a regular direct sum- 
mand, a contradiction. Hence CC G and F,(p”)/F,(p”) n G in a q-group as 
desired. 
Step 2. We have the result. 
ProoJ If G =F,(p”) the result is well known (see, for example, 
[S, Theorem 3.21). Hence we may assume that G & F,(p”). Let 
C= O,,(F,(p”)). Then CE G by step 1. Let 8 be an irreducible K-charac- 
ter, N an irreducible kc-module with character 0, MO =M(8) be its 
homogeneous component and Z=Z&O) be its inertia group in G. We now 
show that MOl, contains a submodule isomorphic to N’. 
Let I^  be the inertia group of 0 in G(c,pn), s= IZ/ZnF,(p”)(, TT = n(s), 
Q = O,(F,(p”)) and Q, = Q n G. Choose an element EXE Z, with 
cry Gal(e,p”) and x~F,(p”), such that (ax)(ZnF,(p”)) = Z and OX is a rc- 
element. Since Cc Z we have OX, E Z (where x, is the q-part of X) and 
(ax,)(Zn F,(p”)) = Z. Furthermore 
so that, since by (b) q# n, we have 
(bXJ = 1. 
Set Z= (ax%), then Z’ is a complement to Q,C in I. We have Z= ZCQ,, 
and ZCQ E I. For each prime r that divides s we have that 
WE, P”, r) @ G 
so that step 1 implies that ZQ is a Frobenius group. Since Z is the inertia 
group of 0, an irreducible kc-character, 
Z/ker,(B) N C/ker,(B) x ZQO, 
so it is enough to show that 
MO t I-Q0 contains a regular direct summand. (1) 
But we know (e.g., [S, Theorem 3.21) that Mo(c contains an indecom- 
posable submodule of dimension at least [Ql - 1, so that MO lro contains 
an indecomposable submodule of dimension at least IQ1 - 1. So Lemma 2.3 
proves (1). Hence MO ,, contains a submodule isomorphic to N’. 
Now since this is true for all irreducible Z&-characters 8, we apply 
Lemma 2.1 and get that MIG contains a direct summand isomorphic to a 
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regular kG-module. This final contradiction completes the proof of the 
theorem. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let AG be a finite group with GaAG, (IAl, ICI) = 1, and 
PE G, Pa AG an extraspecial p-group (for some prime p) such that 
Z(P) s Z(AG) and A is faithful on P/Z(P). Let M be a kAG-module, where 
k is an algebraically closedfield of characteristic q # p, such that Z(P) is not 
trivial on M. 
Suppose that R s G is an A-invariant r-group, for some prime r and 
R/C,( P/Z( P)) is elementary Abelian. Assume further: 
(1) [R, P] = P. 
(2) If S is a section of AR/C,(P/Z(P)) where all Abelian normal sub- 
groups are cyclic, then S has a self-centralizing cyclic normal subgroup. 
(3) For any section S of A and any chief factor X of S, S/C,(X) has a 
regular orbit on X. 
(4) If pr = 15, then any chief 2-factor of A is cyclic and, if further 
8 ) (Al, then either A is supersolvable or A has a normal Sylow 2-subgroup. 
(5) No section of A is isomorphic to Z,- Z,. (the wreath product, s, s’ 
any primes) or to a (E, p”, s)-norm group whenever E = -1 or a power of 2, n 
is a positive integer, &In, s is a prime dividing (IAl, JGal(s, p”)l) and, ifs # 1, 
rl IF,(P”)I. 
(6) Either A has a normal Sylow q-subgroup Q and, if q = 2, Q is 
Abelian, or A does not contain any section isomorphic to a modular (E, p”, q)- 
norm group whenever E = -1 or a power of 2, n is a positive integer, E 1 n, q 
divides ([AI, IGal(E,p”)l) and r divides IF,(p”)l. 
Then MI, has a proper A-regular direct summand S and if M/S is 
irreducible and A # 1 then A is a cyclic group of order 4 or 8 and rp = 15. 
Note. Conditions (2)-(4) are always satisfied if A is supersolvable. If A 
is nilpotent and H, -Z, free for all primes and, if q = 2, A has an Abelian 
Sylow 2-subgroup then, by (6) and (7) of Proposition 1.2, A satisfies 
(2)-(6) of the theorem. 
Proof. Assume false. By [8, Theorem 3.41 we may assume char(k)) IAl. 
Let (AG, M) be a counterexample with IAGI + dim,(M) minimal. Since a 
regular module is both injective and projective we may follow the proof of 
steps 1 and 2 of [S, Theorem 3.41 to get: 
Step 1. A # 1, G = RP, r #p, MI p is kP-irreducible and R is elementary 
Abelian and faithful on P/P’. 
Step 2. AR is irreducible on P/P’. 
More care has to be taken for the remainder of the proof. 
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Step 3. Take BQAR Abelian. Then (P/P’)l, is either homogeneous or 
the direct sum of two totally isotropic homogeneous components. 
Proof Let B1 be the r’-Hall subgroup of B. Then [B,, R] c B, n R= 1, 
so that B1 R is Abelian and contains B. Hence we assume that R E B and 
step 3 is not satisfied for (P/P’)I.. 
Take ZG P/P’ B-irreducible and not trivial for B. If Z is isomorphic to its 
dual, we set V the sum of all B-submodules of P/P’ isomorphic to I. Clearly 
fis non-singular on V. If Z is not isomorphic to its dual take V0 the sum of 
all B-submodules of P/P’ isomorphic to I. Clearly V, is totally isotropic. If 
we now take V1 to be the sum of all B-submodules of P/P’ isomorphic to 
the dual of Z, V, is totally isotropic and we set V= V,@ V,. f is non- 
singular on K In all cases we have 0 # I/# P/P’ and V is a non-singular B- 
module. 
Take A, a maximal subgroup of A such that A, zN,J V). Step 2 and 
Clifford theory give that there is an A, R-irreducible submodule X of P/P 
such that P/P’ N XAR as AR-modules. Furthermore f is non-singular on X 
Let PI be the preimage of X in P. Take x1 = 1, x2,..., x, E A coset represen- 
tatives for xA, in A, and set C = A I R/ker(X). We have a Frobenius map 
F:AR-+S,p<(Cx .*. xc)=&-C 
where n = IA: A, 1, see [8, Proposition 1.61. Since AR is faithful on P/P’ by 
step 1, F is injective and we may assume that AR c S,- C. Now set 
G=(S,-C)Dc (P, x ... x P,) 
where there are n copies of P, and C x .. . x C acts by components on 
P,X ... x P, and S, permutes the components. Let N be an A, RP,- 
module such that NI,, is irreducible, det,(x) = 1 for x E A, R and 
NIZ(P,,8~lZ(P) is homogeneous. Take 
K?=NQ...QN (n times) 
and let G acts on k with (C x ... x C) K (P, **. P,) by components and S, 
permute the components of the elementary tensors (if SE S, and 
010 a.. Qv,ENQ ... QN, we have s(vi@ ..* Ov,) = v,-I~)@ *a. 0 
v,-I~,)). Now fi is a &module (tensor induced from N) such that 
m p, x x p, is irreducible. 
Define 
cp: AR(P, x ... xP,)-rARP 
cp(ar(y ,,..., yn)) =ary~T’.*~y,““‘. 
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cp is a homomorphism onto ARP and ker(cp) E ker(al AR(P, X X p,J. So we 
may consider a as an ARP-module and fi( p N M( p. By Gallagher’s 
Theorem there is L a linear ARPfP-module such that 
M-lGl,,,OL. 
Set K= C,,(P,). By induction, NI Al contains a proper A,-direct summand 
which contains an A,/K-regular orbit of linearly independent vectors 52,. 
Choose a kA,-complement to kQ,,D. Then N=kSZ1@D. Let 
Do=OcD,c . . * c D, = D be a maximal chain of kA ,-submodules of D. 
We know that s >, 1. Now take Q to be the disjoint union of Q, and 
{ l,..., s}. Let A, act on 52 by its given action on Q and trivially on { l,..., s}. 
Consider the induced action of A on QA as in [8, Proposition 1.61. We 
now show that A has a regular orbit on QA. If s > 1, this follows from 
[S, Proposition 1.6(3)]. If s= 1 and A, = K, then (P, I = 8 and 2 1 IAJ so 
the result follows from [8, Proposition 1.6(l)]. If s = 1 and A, #K then 
rp = 15 and A,/K is cyclic of order 4 or 8, so by (4) any chief 2-factor of A 
is cyclic. So if 21 IA: A, ( we have IA: A,\ =2 and A, 4A and by 
[8, Proposition 1.6(5)] we get the result. Finally, if 2 )I IA: A, I we may 
apply either [S, Proposition 1.6(l)] or [8, Proposition 1.6(2)] to get the 
claim in all cases. 
Fix I E L, 2 # 0. Define a function 
such that, if v~S2, then f(v) = v, and if in {l,..., .s} then f(i)~ D,\D,-,. 
Take (v, ,..., v,) that generates a regular orbit in QA, then 
f(v,)Q ... Q.f(v,)Q~, 
by Lemma 2.4, generates a regular orbit of linearly independent vectors 
under A in fi 1 A 0 L. So MI A contains a direct factor isomorphic to kA. Let 
S, be the regular kA-submodule generated by 
f(v,)Q ... Qf(v,)Q~. 
If s = 1, since A has at least three orbits on QA and each orbit corresponds 
to a submodule of fi@ L, we have that fi@ L/S1 is not irreducible, which 
contradicts our assumption. Hence s > 1. Take fi= ki2, + D,- 2 s N and S2 
to be the sum of all subspaces of fi@ L of the form 
A,QAzQ **. @A,QL 
where A, = N for all i except one where Ai = Iii. It is clear that S, is a kA- 
submodule of i@@ L, and fi@ L/S2 is not kA-irreducible. Since s > 1, the 
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proof of [S, Proposition 1.6(3)] shows that we may assume that for some 
iE {l,..., n), o,~sZ,. Hence 
f(u,)O ... Of(cJO~ESz 
and Si s S,. So i@@ L/S, is not irreducible and we get the theorem in this 
case. This contradiction completes the proof of step 3. 
Step 4. We have the theorem. 
Proof From step 1 and step 3 we get that every Abelian normal sub- 
group of AR is cyclic, so by (2), AR contains a self-centralizing cyclic nor- 
mal subgroup. So by step 3 and [S, Proposition 3.11 we have that P/P’ can 
be identified with V(c,p”) for some E and n and AR with a subgroup of 
Sp(c, p”). Furthermore 
(*) ARnF,(p”) is a self-centralizing cyclic normal subgroup of AR 
and C,,(R) z OJG(s, p”)). 
The same [S, Proposition 3.11 gives us that Op.(G(s, p”)) acts on P. 
Furthermore MI, can be extended to a kO,(G(s, p”)) P-module N and 
MI CAR(R)~NICAR(R)OL 
for some linear kc,.(P)-module L. 
We now show that conditions (a) and (b) of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied 
for C,,(R). If 0~ C Ga,cE,p”j(R) has order s (a prime) and s# r, then 
CN(&,p”, s)n R = 1. Therefore (5) implies that (a) of Theorem 3.1 is 
satisfied for C,,(R). If the second possibility for (6) is satisfied, then (b) of 
Theorem 3.1 is also satisfied for C,,(R). If the first possibility for (6) is 
satisfied a Sylow q-subgroup Q of C,,(R) is normal in AR. If QsF,(p”) 
then (b) of Theorem 3.1 is satisfied for C,,(R). Hence assume Q & F&Y). 
We have 
[Q> O,@‘,(P”) nAR)I = 1 
so that if Q is Abelian, then Q centralizes F,(p”) n AR and hence, by (*), 
Q 5 F,(p”), a contradiction. Hence q # 2. Take c E Gal(s, p”) with o(a) = q. 
Then D centralizes O,,(F,(p”)n AR) and therefore ICN(&,p”, q)n AR/ is a 
power of q. Since rJ IFE(p”)I, by Proposition 1.2(X), we have that 
I CW, P”, 4)l is not a power of q and therefore ICN(s, pn, q): 
AR n CN(s, p”, q)l is not a power of q. Hence conditions (a) and (b) of 
Theorem 3.1 are satisfied for C,,(R). 
Therefore we may apply Theorem 3.1 to C,,(R) and N to get that either 
NI CAR(Rj contains a regular direct summand isomorphic to WAR(R) or 
E= -1, C,AR)=f’-,(P”) and NCARcRl is isomorphic to the quotient of 
kCAR(R) by a one-dimensional submodule. The same is true of MICARcRj. 
481/96!1-14 
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Hence, since char(k)1 IAl and char(k) /’ IRl, we may apply Lemma 2.2 and 
we get that MI, contains a regular direct summand. Hence conditions 
(a)-(d) of Lemma 2.2 are satisfied. Now E = -1, C,,(R) = F-,(p”) and 
IA/An F_ ,(p”)j is even. It is easy to see that, since A E Sp(&,pn), that 
means that 21 IA n F-,(p”)l. Now (d) implies IA n F-,(p”)l = 2. We have 
(A/A n F-,(p”)l (2n, so if we set p1 =p2n’(r-11), since p is odd, p1 is an odd 
integer and pj’- 1)‘2 + 1 = 2r (since F-,(p”) = (A n F_,(p”)) R). Because r 
is odd we get that either p = 3, r = 5 and IA/C,(R)1 = 4 and A is cyclic of 
order 8, or p = 5, r = 3 and (A/C,(R)1 = 2 and A is cyclic of order 4. This 
concludes the proof of step 4 and of the theorem. 
4. GROUPS WITH NORMAL HALL SUBGROUPS 
We denote by F(G) the Fitting subgroup of G. We recall the definition 
[S] of the A-support of a solvable group: 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let G be a solvable group and A be a finite group 
acting on G by automorphisms. A subgroup P of G is called a generating 
A-support subgroup if: 
(1) PQ AG, P c G and P is a p-group for some prime p. 
(2) There are AG-invariant subgroups P, and H such that: 
(a) P, E Z(P), P/P, is elementary Abelian and AG-completely 
reducible, 
(b) Hz C,(P,)> 
(c) H/C,(P/P,) is elementary Abelian for some prime r, 
(d) H acts non-trivially on each H-chief factor of P/PI. 
We call the A-support of G (denoted supp,(G)) the subgroup generated 
by all subgroups SG G such that SaAG and either S is Abelian or S is a 
generating A-support subgroup of G. Recall that supp,(G) is a nilpotent 
normal subgroup of AG and C,(supp,(G)) s F(G) [8, Proposition 4.31. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let AG be a finite group where GQAG is solvable, 
((Al, I GI ) = 1 and V be a kAG-module. Assume the following: 
(1) k is a splitting field for all subgroups of G and char(k) = q. 
(2) VG is homogeneous and faithful (i.e., it is the direct sum of 
isomorphic faithful irreducible kG-modules). 
(3) C,(A) = 0. 
(4) A is supersolvable and does not contain any section isomorphic to 
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Z, N Z,, or to a (E, p”, r)-norm group whenever p, r are primes such that 
pI IGJ, rl IGal(s,p”)J andifE#l then z(F,(p”))nx(G/F(G))#@. Ifq=2 
assume further that a Sylow 2-subgroup of A is Abelian. 
Then we have C,(C,(supp,(G))) = 0. 
Note. The actual proof of Proposition 4.2 shows that condition (4) can 
be weakened but at the expense of becoming more difficult to state. 
Proof Assume false. Take a counterexample with lAGI+ dim,(V) 
minimal. Set S= supp,(G). Notice that the condition char(k) 1 IAl is 
unnecessary for the proof of [8, Proposition 4.11. Therefore we may follow 
the first three steps of [8, Proposition 4.53 and we get: 
Step 1. V is irreducible and for each A, c A we have C,(A ,) # 0. 
Step 2. For any Abelian subgroup Cc G such that CdAG we have 
[A, C] = 1. 
Step 3. P is an extraspecial p-group, p a prime, Z(P) E Z(AG) and 
P/Z(P) is AG-irreducible. 
In addition P is a generating A-support subgroup of G and p, PI = Z(P), 
r and H are according to Definition 4.1. By step 1, if W(A) # A we have 
C,(O*(A)) #O. But then A/09(A) is a q-group and C,(A) #O against the 
hypothesis. Hence A = 09(A) and q )I I A/A’I. Since A is supersolvable, A’ is 
nilpotent and we have that A has a normal Sylow q-subgroup. 
By step 3, VI, is homogeneous. Let U be the irreducible P-module of 
VI p. Since AG is irreducible on P/P’, det “(x) = 1 for any x E P. Extend U 
to an AP-module such that det,(x) = 1 for x E AP. Further extend U to a 
projective AG-representation with det,(x) a pa-root of 1 for XE AG. This 
shows that there exists a finite central extension A(? of AG by a p-group 
such that U is an ordinary A&module. Hence rc(G) = n(G). Let R be an A- 
invariant Sylow r-subgroup of the corresponding extension of H. Set 
A, = A n ker( U) = C,(P/P’). We have by Theorem 3.2 that 
U IA contains an A/A,-regular direct summand. (1) 
On the other hand I/= U@ M where M is an irreducible A&module. So 
Y,=UI,OMI,. (2) 
Since A, c A we have by step 1 that C,(A,) # 0, but A, centralizes U so 
that by (2), C,(A,) # 0. Hence there is some irreducible A-submodule S of 
M such that ker(S)= AO. But now, by (l), there is an A-submodule S* c U 
such that S* is isomorphic to the dual of S. Now 
s*osc VI, 
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and C,(A) #O, a contradiction. This completes the proof of the 
proposition. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let AG be a finite group with G<IAG solvable and 
( ) A 1, ( GI ) = 1. Let M be an irreducible kAG-module with k a field of charac- 
teristic q. Assume: 
(1) M is faithful for G. 
(2) B, 3 B, are normal subgroups of A with 1 B,/B, 1 a prime. 
(3) C,(B,)=O and C,(B,)#O. 
(4) B, is supersolvable and does not contain any section isomorphic to 
2, - 2,. or to a (E, p”, r)-norm group whenever p, r are primes such that p 1 
IGJ, rI (Gal(&,p”)l and if E # 1 then z(F,(p”))nx(G/F(G))# a. If q= 2 
assume further that a Sylow 2-subgroup of B, is Abelian. 
Then if we set S = supp,(G) we have 
CABI I= C,(b) and G,mV4) = G,F~&). 
Proof. Follow the proof of [8, Theorem 4.61. Use Proposition 4.2 
instead of [S, Proposition 4.51. The proof goes through without any 
further change. 
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